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CO2 and CH4: Two key players of global warming

Rising greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is the main cause of climate change. CO2 is
the major anthropogenic GHG.

What are the drivers of the underlying sources and sinks of these gases?
Such information can be provided by process models and inventories.
It also lies in the space-time gradients of the concentrations and can be extracted by 
‘atmospheric inversion systems’.
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Two main objectives:
 to design an independent monitoring of emissions
 to close the loop of carbon budget by controlling land and ocean sink

Anthropogenic carbon budget (2000-2012 average)
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Anthropogenic carbon budget (2000-2012 average)

Inter-annual variations in the CO2 budgets

• The land sink is highly variable on a global scale.

• Strong correlation with El Niño events (e.g. fire).

•Drivem by weather anomalies, not yet properly understood.
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Top-down estimates of surface fluxes

➢ The atmosphere may be used as an integrator of the fluxes, sensitive to both sinks and 
emissions

➢ Effective to quantify regional CO2 fluxes at global, continental, regional scales
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Atmospheric observations

Ground-based: Atmospheric concentrations of 
CO2 have started in the 50s.  More than 100 stations 
worldwide.

From Space: observations in 
SWIR and TIR spectral domain.

2003 AIRS/Aqua (NASA)

2007 IASI/Metop-A (CNES/EUMETSAT)

2009 TANSO-FTS/GOSAT (JAXA)

2014 OCO-2 (NASA)

2002 SCIAMACHY/EnviSat (ESA)



Global and regional variations as observed from space: IASI

MODIS Active fires IASI CO IASI CO2 Crevoisier et al., 2017



The production of organic matter was 
abnormally strong in Australia in 2011
(Poulter et al., Nature, 2014).

source

sink

Australian anomaly was well seen by the 
remote sensing of CO2, but not by the 
surface network.

Inverse atmospheric modeling

A first success: estimation of the Australian natural CO2 flux budget 

Flux estimate for Australia made from:
- surface measurements. 
- 1 product from ENVISAT. 
- 2 alternative CO2 products from GOSAT.



• 2 inversion methods: LSCE with LMDZ & Univ. Edinburgh (UoE)

Conclusions on fluxes:
• Regional series: Good agreement for phase but NOT amplitude
• Annual fluxes: Not considered realistic for all regions (e.g., Europe: 

inferred sink ‘significantly too large’)

Inverse atmospheric modeling

CO2 regional fluxes from GOSAT data for 2010

- CO2 surface observation
- GOSAT satellite XCO2 from University of Leicester (UoL)
- GOSAT XCO2 from NASA ACOS

• 3 obs.: 

For the same satellite observations, retrieving algorithms differ (e.g. ACOS vs. UoL)
• Impact of a priori, modeling of scatering in radiative transfer, aerosol and cloud 

masks, …

Chevallier et al., GRL , 2014
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CO2 surface fluxes &  column-averaged dry-air mole fraction of CO2  [ppm]

Symbol size reflects
the relative flux intensity

(Note that fires have been 
re-scaled by a factor of 10)

The challenge: interpreting total columns in terms of surface fluxes



The challenge: interpreting total columns in terms of surface fluxes

CO2 surface fluxes & column-averaged dry-air mole fraction of CO2  [ppm]

Most gradients are primarily driven 
by meteorology rather than by 
CO2 emissions and sinks. 

The information about emissions 
and sinks is subtle.

Need of exceptionally accurate 
measurements: 
systematic errors < 1.25 ‰ (ESA 
GHG-CCI, 2014).



Total columns vs. surface measurements

TCCON Trainou
TCCON Paris

ICOS Trainou
ICOS Paris

TCCON: total column XCO2 from Fourier Transform 
Spectrometer 

ICOS: measurement of CO2 mixing ratio at the surface.

M. Ramonet

Paris

Trainou

~100 km
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Jussieu
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AIRCORE
Observations

Total columns vs. surface measurements

TCCON Trainou
TCCON Paris

ICOS Trainou
ICOS Paris

Multi-instruments campaign at Trainou in April 
2016:
- Vertical prodiles with balloon-borne AirCore.
- TCCON XCO2
- ICOS surface CO2 mixing ratio.

ΔCO2 @ surface = 75 ppmΔXCO2 = 6 ppm… 



Vertical variations

AirCore profiles

•CO2 profiles measured by AirCore at 
Timmins-Canada in August 2014

•Moderate variations of CO2 along the 
vertical

•Comparison with state-of-art 
atmospheric transport models colocated 
in time and space with the measured 
profile.
 Vertical biases that have an impact on 
computation of XCO2.

Membrive et al., 2016



Rising uncertainty in anthropogenic emissions at global scale

➢ Emissions are estimated from energy use data self reported by the emitters themselves. 
➢ In emerging economies the uncertainty of fossil fuel CO2 emissions is larger than 

elsewhere (up 15% in China)  we are “loosing our anchor”
➢ No reliable information about spatial & temporal patterns.
➢ This is a limitation to mitigation policy, as well as to understanding of carbon cycle.

A 14% correction of 
China emissions 
translates into 
adjusting the global 
land sink by ~30% in 
the global budget of 
CO2 !



Anthropogenic emissions at regional scale

Differences between two emission maps for transportation in the London area 

Data from Stuttgart University 
(suing genreic emission factors)

Regional data from
UK national inventory  

GgC y-1 per 1 km grid cell

Need of a dense sampling of the atmosphere in space and in time to elucidate the 
spatial details of fossil CO2 emissions beyond continental scales: 

 both in-situ and from space!

Source - B. Thiruchittampalam IER, Stuttgart U.



Needed attributes of space observations of column CO2 for emission monitoring
✓ Dense sampling (imagery) : images of CO2 plumes produced by emitting areas

✓ High spatial resolution : capture emission hotspots and avoid clouds, pixel size < 3 km

✓ High accuracy : resolve the small atmospheric  gradients, individual precision ≈ 1 ppm

✓ Global coverage   

Resolution too low
Accuracy too low

Sampling too sparse
Accuracy moderate

Sampling sparse
Accuracy good

Imager : Sampling dense
Accuracy good

CO2 and CH4
CO2 and CH4 CO2

OCO-2
(sounder) OCO-2

Microcarb
(sounder)GOSAT

SCIAMACHY
(stopped)

CO2

Space based measurements
of atmospheric CO2

Needed Capabilities 

GOSAT
GOSAT

(sounder)

European mission
for monitoring CO2

emissions (imager)

Remote sensing observation of CO2 from space

Ciais et al., 2014



Improving emission inventories
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Improved emission inventories and global sources and sinks by measuring CO2 in the 
atmosphere and using inverse modeling will be useful to reduce uncertainties in the numbers 
at national scale, to help cities and regions to pursue and intensify their efforts and benefit 
from them, e.g. through market based instruments, and to better understand carbon cycle.

Regional
authorities



Concluding remarks

➢ Two complementary goals:

➢ Better understanding the global carbon cycle (processes controlling the fluxes, impact 
of climate change and climate events)

➢ Monitoring of anthropogenic emissions. ilt upon existing Copernicus capabilities

➢ Combination of various observations is required:

➢ Ground-based: very high precision continuous CO2 measurements (mixing ratios + 
fluxes + 14C in CO2 from ICOS, XCO2 from TCCON, etc)

➢ Airborne (aircraft, balloon) to get information on the vertical.

➢ Satellite measurements of column CO2

 Dense sampling + high spatial resolution (pixel size smaller than 3 km)

 Individual column precision of 1 ppm, systematic errors < 0.5 ppm

 Improvement of forward and inverse radiative transfer processing chains

 Better understanding of aerosols and clouds impact on measurement.

➢ Inverse modeling with operational capabilities

 High resolution atmospheric transport models

 Fossil fuel data assimilation system built upon existing Copernicus capabilities




